History VL
Vocabulary
Evaluate
Assess
Investigate
Analyse
Interpretation
Significance
Source
Evidence
Identify
Explain

Monarch
Monastery

Catholic

Protestant

Puritan

Martyr

Definition
Form an idea of the amount,
number, or value of;
Estimate the nature, ability, or
quality of something
Carry out an inquiry to discover and
examine the facts
Examine in detail, typically in order
to explain and interpret.
A person’s recollection of events,
after the event has happened
How important an event, person etc.
was at the time and in the future
A piece of evidence created at the
time the event happened
The available facts or information
indicating whether something is true
Establish or indicate who or what
(someone or something) is
Make (an idea or situation) clear to
someone by describing it in more
detail
The leader of a country with the title
of king or queen
A large religious building where
monks and nuns lived to remove
themselves from society and devote
themselves to God
A Christian who is a follower of the
Pope in Rome and sees the Pope as
the leader and head of the Church.
A Christian who does not believe the
Pope to be head of the Church
A very strict Protestant that follows
the Bible very closely and does not
allow much fun to take place
A person who dies for their faith

Heretic

A sinner that is believed to go to hell
for not following the correct
religious path

Reformation

A movement in the 16th Century to
break away from the Catholic Church

Pope

The head of the Catholic Church who
lives in the Vatican City in Rome

Example
‘The study will assist in evaluating the
impact of recent changes’
‘The damage was assessed at £5 billion’
‘Police are investigating a claim that a
robbery has taken place’
‘We need to analyse our results more
clearly’
‘His interpretation of what happened
was taken as part of a statement’
‘The Slave Trade shows its significance
in the Black Lives Matter campaign’
‘A newspaper is a source of information
for today’s news’
‘This evidence points to a crime being
committed’
‘The photograph was used to identify
the person responsible’
‘Evidence from the source was used to
explain why that happened’
‘The victorious countries after WW1
met at Versailles to form a treaty’
‘A sanction was issued due to the poor
behaviour of a student at lunchtime’

‘The Jesuits are Catholic because they
carry out their work in the name of the
Pope’
‘John Calvin was a protestant as he did
not believe that the Pope was the
leader of his faith’
‘Oliver Cromwell was a puritan as he
banned religious celebrations such as
Christmas’
‘Thomas Cranmer is seen as martyr by
Protestants as he was executed rather
than returning to being a Catholic’
‘Thomas Cranmer is seen as a heretic
by Catholics as he spread protestant
beliefs that went against Catholic
teaching’
‘Martin Luther started the Reformation
in Germany by publicly challenging
Catholic teaching and beliefs’
‘The Pope is seen by Catholics as Jesus’
representative on earth’

History VL
Successor

The person who is chosen to come
after the person already in that
position

‘Henry VIII chose his eldest son Edward
to be his successor as monarch when
he died’

